BEAT THE HEAT

With UPM® Cold Applied Permanent Pavement Repair Material
A patch of HMA can be effective IF:

Weakened, cracked, loose and damaged base material and asphalt surrounding the hole is **removed**

- AND -

Your crew doesn’t have to **wait in line** all morning for mix because the plant has a big job

- AND -

It’s not **raining**

- AND -

The hole is **cut and squared**

- AND -

The repair site is **primed with tack coat**

- AND -

The tack coat has broken for **proper bonding**

- AND -

The HMA is not already **cold and stiff** by the time it gets to the site

- AND -

The material is **compacted properly** to achieve performance based target density

- AND -

The repair is properly **edge sealed**
UPM is easy to use, requires less manpower, and takes just three steps to complete a repair; a patch made from HMA needs substantial labor and preparation steps to be effective.

Unlike HMA, **UPM can be installed in wet conditions**; any moisture will prevent good HMA adhesion.

**US DOT:** Do not place HMA on any wet surface or when surface temp is below 40°F. **UPM performs on wet and dry pavement, with seasonal grades for any temperature.**

HMA usability degrades rapidly as temperature of material drops- if not used fast enough, the material is worthless. From the moment the truck leaves the plant, the HMA begins cooling; **UPM is always ready for immediate use.**

UPM is a better alternative when an agency understands the time-value of money and seeks to make the most efficient use of valuable dollars and labor resources.
Summer Grade Formulation Now Available!*

* UPM Summer Grade is ideal for application when air temperatures range between 60° - 80° F. Otherwise, use UPM Spring/Fall grade for best performance.
Contact your UNIQUE Account Executive to learn about the seasonal grades available in your area.

Permanent Solution  |  Cost Efficient  |  Meets Green Standards

Permanently Patching Potholes for Over 50 Years.
Visit our website today to see what goes into making
UPM the best permanent pavement repair in the industry.

www.UniquePavingMaterials.com
or call 1-800-441-4880